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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

 
PARAMETRIC SOUND RESPONDS TO RECENT LAW FIRM PRESS RELEASE

 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, January 17, 2013 – Parametric Sound Corporation (NASDAQ: PAMT) in response to yesterday’s press release by a New York
law firm has been advised that the press release is one of many similar “investigation” announcements by the law firm targeting many companies. The Board
of Directors believes that approval of the 2012 Stock Option Plan Amendment, as described in the Company’s proxy statement, is in the best interests of the
Company and its stockholders.
 
About Parametric Sound Corporation
Parametric Sound Corporation is a pioneering innovator of directed audio solutions. With a substantial body of intellectual property, the Company is a leading
authority in the application of acoustic technology to beam sound to target a specific listening area without the ambient noise of traditional speakers. The
Company’s HSS-3000 product models target digital signage, kiosk and related applications. Recent innovations produce a distinctive 3D audio image from
just two speakers opening potential opportunities for 3D sound solutions for computers and entertainment. For more information, visit
www.parametricsound.com.
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